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The Port Authority joined the
“Light it Blue” campaign on April
9, a global initiative to light iconic
structures across the nation and
around the world blue in a sign of
appreciation for all of those working
on the frontlines during these
challenging times, including healthcare
workers, first responders, and other
essential workers. The Goethals and
Bayonne bridges as well as One World
Trade Center and the JFK control
tower were among the landmarks that
were lit in the bistate region. At a time
where many are facing unprecedented
uncertainty and immense challenges,
this worldwide “thank you” effort aims
to create a universal moment
of solidarity and support.
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Port Keeps the Supply Chain Moving
With all of the uncertainty facing
the region, the Port Authority remains
open for business. Millions of people
in the area and around the country
rely on the Port of New York and New
Jersey for critical shipments of food,
fuel, and medicine. Regardless of the
circumstances that everyone has been
facing, the Port remains a vital gateway
for commerce, so it’s critical that
business continues as normal.
“Initially, following the executive
orders in mid-March, from Governors
Murphy and Cuomo, there was a lot
of uncertainty,” said Nick Raspanti of
Business Development and Industry
Relations at the Port Authority. “We
then conducted outreach with all of the Port community and stakeholders to say: We’re
open for business, we’re fully operational.”
continued on page 4 >
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The Trading Post:
A Way to Help
Each Other
The Trading Post on eNet is
normally used by employees to
sell or post want ads for things like
cars, tickets to sporting events, and
furniture. But in times like this, when
we all have shifted our focus to the
well-being of our friends and loved
ones, the Trading Post can serve as a
resource to help others in need.
If you want to donate any extra
supplies to other employees (hand
sanitizer, canned food, etc.), or
if you're in need of anything, we
encourage you to add a listing to
the Trading Post – you can use the
“Item to Sell” or “Item to Purchase,”
categories — but be sure to indicate
the item(s) are free if you’re donating.
Who knows
— there may be
a staffer out in
Hoboken who is
running low on
baby food, and
continued on page 7 >
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Health on Wheels: An Officer’s Gift to First Responders
Originally published in Portfolio, written by Media Relations’ Lenis Rodrigues
When surgical technician Christine
Slater became concerned for her
father’s and daughter’s health after the
outbreak of COVID-19, she looked for
alternative housing to keep them safe
while continuing to risk her own health
during shifts at Saint Clare’s Hospital in
Morris County, NJ.
Enter Port Authority Police Detective
Chris Johnson, whose wife Heather
runs a camper rental business, Rental
Outfitters. Rather than rent the
camper, they offered it free of charge.
The detective personally delivered it
to Slater, who is now residing there
to protect her family from possible
exposure to the virus.
“I was in such a panic for my dad
and my daughter,” said Slater. “I was
in constant fear for my family. When I
contacted Chris, he immediately put me
at ease and helped me so much. I can’t
say enough about him and his wife.”
Johnson was happy to help, but it
wasn’t an isolated incident. A week later,
he and his wife received a call from
nurse Nichole Dorn of Madison, WI. Dorn
had traveled to New Jersey to help at a
beleaguered hospital in Morristown and
desperately needed a place to stay. Once

again, the Johnsons rose to the occasion,
setting her up rent-free in a camper —
this one parked in the officer’s driveway.
“We are complete strangers but
we wanted her to know that she had a
home away from home waiting for her
in New Jersey,” said Johnson, who is
assigned to the police command at the
Port Authority Bus Terminal.
“It was really hard to leave my family
but it was the right thing to do,” Dorn
said. On a recent day, she said, “I was
having a bad day and when I came back
to the trailer, their kids had colored
pictures, thanking me for my service,
and it just made my day.”
“It is so humbling seeing people
come together and help each other out
and they’ve definitely made me feel
welcome,” she said.
In early April, the couple received
another call, this time from a Freehold, NJ
nurse also concerned for her daughter’s
safety since she was caring for COVID-19
patients. She contacted the Johnsons,
who arranged a pick-up of the trailer and
had a State Trooper deliver it to her.
“My wife and I knew that with
everything going on, this might be the
end of our small business but we didn’t

want to let our resources go to waste,”
said Johnson. “These people are going
above and beyond the call. If we could
help by taking away one less stress or
help with their anxiety, we will.”

Detective Johnson and his wife, Heather

Christine Slater and her temporary home

For Veteran PATH Worker, Retiring
the Coronavirus Comes First
Originally published in Portfolio, written by Media Relations’ Scott Ladd
The date of May 1 had been circled
on Gene Cala’s calendar for some time.
That was to be the start of the next
phase of his life: retirement from PATH
after 32 years and leaving his native
Jersey City with his wife of 42 years for a
quieter life in South Jersey.
But the best laid plans are no match
for a global pandemic. Come May 1, Cala
likely will be working a double shift at
PATH’s Car Equipment Division in Jersey
City, cleaning and sanitizing train cars
to keep them safe for the movement of
essential workers during COVID-19.
“That was the game plan until all
this happened,” Cala, 66, said recently
during a break from his shift at the
facility known as the ‘Car Wash.’ “But
this isn’t the time. It’s the time to help

keep our passengers and our employees
safe.”
Cala, a general maintainer (GM),
is one of about 20 workers assigned
to the facility who are instrumental
in keeping the trains running cleanly,
safely, and efficiently. In addition to
moving essential workers to and from
their destinations, PATH’s maintainers,
as well as dozens of other cleaners and
inspectors assigned throughout PATH,
are themselves essential workers.
“Our GMs together have been
cleaning and disinfecting the PATH fleet
around the clock for weeks to ensure
our riders have a clean and safe ride
during this crisis,” said Pete Harris, the
PATH Superintendent who oversees car
maintenance and cleaning operations.

Gene Cala in his home away from home

Cala knows his retirement date will
one day arrive, even if he isn’t sure
exactly when. In the meantime, he’ll
continue to pull on his protective gear
and show up for work until the crisis has
passed.
“I’m a very fortunate person,” said
the PATH veteran, who has rarely
missed a day of work in his career.
“Coming to PATH was the best thing I
ever did in my life.”
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JFK Helping
to Transport
Essential
Testing Kits
On April 4, JFK International
Airport received notification that
50,000 COVID-19 field collection
kits had arrived from a Cathay
Pacific international flight. Thanks
to the efforts of the JFK Operations
and Maintenance teams led by
Maintenance Group Supervisor Chris
Aufforth, Maintenance General
Maintainer Steve Moore, and Airport
Operations Services Supervisor
Paul Ruszkai, the testing kits were
moved smoothly and efficiently to
where they needed to be. The New
York State Division of Homeland
Security & Emergency Services
needed assistance with moving
five pallets of boxes with COVID-19
test kits from the Lufthansa Cargo
building to the New York State storage
building. The JFK Airport Operations
Center coordinated this request
with Customs, Lufthansa Cargo, PA
Operations, and PA Maintenance. This
move greatly supported the smooth
transition of test kits from JFK Airport
to Wadsworth Center Laboratory in
Albany, where the test kits will then be
distributed to various testing sites.

STAFF NEWS

D&I Welcomes Two New Team Members
The Office of Diversity & Inclusion (ODI) is pleased
to welcome Daniel P. Chatters, CPA, MBA as MWBE
Compliance Coordinator, effective March 16. Daniel is an
experienced finance professional with over 15 years of
experience in project management and leading finance
initiatives. He is very active in the real estate field where he
applies his knowledge and expertise as an Executive Board
Member for the Council of Urban Real Estate and also
serves as a Steering Committee Member of the Diversity in
Commercial Real Estate Conference.
He has extensive experience analyzing financial
statements, building financial models, and dissecting
business processes in order to guide senior management
Daniel P. Chatters
to meeting their objectives. He managed successful
engagements across industries to execute strategic initiatives, business acquisition
analysis, finance transformation, compliance, business analytics, process reengineering,
and technology solutions.
Daniel will report to Glenessa Gordon, General Manager for Compliance in the
Office of Business Diversity & Civil Rights. His responsibilities include creating and
implementing initiatives to increase the utilization of diverse businesses in professional
service contracts, major capital projects, leases, and airport concession opportunities.
He will also review and analyze contracts and leases to ensure MWBE, DBE and ACDBE
opportunities are maximized and that goals are attained as well as preparing DBE
reports for submission to federal agencies amongst.
Daniel looks forward to the opportunity to deliver various services to entrepreneurs
in need of information relating to certification, procurement / vendor portal, and
upcoming contracting opportunities. Prior to joining our team, he was the Vice President
for the Asset & Wealth Management and Corporate & Investment Bank at JPMorgan
Chase & Company.
Please join us in welcoming Daniel to the ODI team!
ODI is pleased to welcome Shanique Holmes as
Workforce D&I Executive, effective April 6. Shanique is a
seasoned professional with 15+ years of experience and
a demonstrated history of developing key strategies to
support a diverse workforce across multiple businesses.
She is very active in the field of diversity & inclusion in the
Greater New York region.
She is skilled in Diversity and Inclusion, Talent
Management, Business Relationship Management,
Employee Engagement, and Succession Planning. Her area
of expertise is in EEO/AA and successfully representing
organizations.
Shanique will report to Michael G. Massiah, Chief
Shanique Holmes
Diversity & Inclusion Officer. Her responsibilities include
partnering with Human Resources to develop plans to integrate diversity and inclusion
strategies and goals within departments, assisting business units in developing action
plans to address identified systemic barriers, overseeing workforce data collection
and analysis, as well as producing the quadrennial EEOP report for submission to the
FTA. She will continue to elevate the Employee Business Resource Groups and ensure
alignment with business goals.
Shanique is a strong human resource professional and looks forward to the
opportunity to work with internal and external stakeholders to advance the corporate
diversity and inclusion goals. Prior to joining our team, she was the Diversity & Inclusion
Leader for Bloomberg LP and the Vice President for Diversity & Inclusion at Citigroup.
Please join us in welcoming Shanique to the ODI team!
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Wheelchair Accessible Tables
This year marks the 30th anniversary of
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
To mark the occasion, PA News is running
a series of articles on ADA awareness and
highlighting accessibility-related topics and
achievements throughout the agency. A
special ADA 30th Anniversary celebration
will be held on September 1 at 4 World Trade Center. For ADA guidance, please
contact Paul Farber of the Office of Diversity & Inclusion at pfarber@panynj.gov.
Wheelchair users often have trouble in restaurants and other locations finding
tables that they can access and comfortably use. Without tables to approach and pull
their wheelchairs under, eating out and socializing with others in public places can be
difficult and sometimes impossible.
What are some of the ways tables can be a problem for wheelchair users?
Sometimes there is no wheelchair accessible route to the table. Other times the table is
too high for a wheelchair user — the top of dining tables should be between 28” and 34”
above the floor.
One overlooked issue it the table base. If a table base or leg makes it impossible to
roll a wheelchair under the table, then the table is not fully wheelchair accessible. Knee
and toe clearance that is high and deep under the table is needed to allow a wheelchair
to pull under the table in the same way someone in a regular chair can pull under
the table. Even if a table has a single base column in the middle, it can still block the
required knee and toe clearance with its pedestal base or legs.
Movable chairs can be used at accessible tables and removed when a customer
using a wheelchair
needs the table. It is
not necessary to mark
accessible tables with a
wheelchair icon.
As a general rule,
the ADA requires 5% of
seating in restaurants to be
wheelchair accessible.
Accessible table
Inaccessible table

WTC’s Own Helping to Protect Others
Vilma Denisia is a World
Trade Center Tenant Services
Specialist by day and a seamstress
by night. Over the last few weeks,
she’s been creating homemade
masks out of leftover fabric to
Completed mask
send to friends, family, and nurses
across the tristate area. Since
they’re made out of cotton, they’re
washable, which means they’re
also reusable. She grew up around
her mother’s sewing business, so
they only take Vilma five minutes
to make. She’s also recruited a
friend to help her keep up with
Vilma Denisia
Masks being sewn
the increasing demand. “I’m
helping my friends and family stay protected and feel like they can continue live their
lives. I’m doing what I can to positively contribute during this crisis,” she said. So far, she’s
already shipped over 25 masks, and that number is quickly growing. For fellow employees
looking to help out, please email her at atvdenisia@panynj.gov. Or if you want to help but
don’t know how to sew, “I can show you,” she offers. “Every hand is helpful.”

Port Keeps the Supply
Chain Moving
continued from page 1 >

In March, after the Governors of
New York and New Jersey issued their
executive orders to shut down all nonessential businesses in the bistate
region, many out-of-region companies
were left wondering if they would
need to restructure their existing
supply lines.
The Port’s Business Development
and Industry Relations unit has
continued to make a concerted effort
in recent weeks, as part of its usual
outreach efforts, to reassure clients
and partners that the Port remains
open for business and the supply
chain continues to move. Certain outof-region companies were unaware
that warehouses and distribution
centers and other related components
of the supply chain were deemed
essential businesses.
One particular instance involved
a top Midwest furniture retailer that
was prepared to restructure its supply
chain out of fear that its New Jerseybased distribution center would be
forced to shut down. Thanks to the
efforts of the Port in proactively
reaching out to all stakeholders and
parties involved, including the trucking
company and the local chamber of
commerce, the situation was resolved
and the furniture retailer resumed
warehouse and distribution operations
the following week, mitigating the
potential impact that over 300
containers would have on cargo
fluidity at the New York and New
Jersey marine terminals.
The Port’s Business Development
and Industry Relations unit’s efforts
to improve the supply chain are
comprehensive, working with every
component from origin to destination,
including intermediaries, freight
forwarders, brokers, ocean carriers,
freight railroads, truckers, marine
terminals, and tenants. It has now
transitioned from doing in-person,
“State of the Port” briefings, which
would often have up to 100 attendees,
to webinars in order to keep all of
the Port community engaged in an
open forum while adhering to social
distancing guidelines.
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IN MEMORIAM
Division of the Engineering Department
and held the title of Senior vAdministrative
Secretary. She is survived by her daughter,
Trina and son, Anthony.
Those wishing to offer condolences to
the James family may mail them to: Ms.
Trina James, 95-13 Northern Boulevard,
#B4, Jackson Heights, NY 11372
Sharon was a cherished friend
to so many within the Construction
Management Division and at the Port
Authority Technical Center, where she

knew practically everyone in the
building. She will be remembered fondly
by her teammates as a cheerful and
positive presence, someone who was
always available to lend a hand and offer
a wealth of knowledge on everything
from timekeeping to politics to the latest
TV shows.
Our thoughts and sympathy are with
Sharon’s family, friends, and colleagues.

The Port
Authority recently
lost a stalwart
pillar of the
agency, former
Inspector General
Mike Nestor, who
retired in January
after 22 years of
dedicated service.
He started
his career at the Port Authority as
Assistant Inspector General in 1997
after an accomplished 27-year tenure
with the U.S. Customs Service. Mike
played a critical role in the formation
of the Office of Investigations, where
he served as Director of Investigations
starting in 2004, overseeing cases of
fraud and misconduct involving officers
and employees, as well as contractors

and vendors doing business with agency.
He took on the role of Inspector General
in 2014, serving as a tireless advocate
for the Port Authority and taking
tremendous pride in his responsibilities
for investigating wrongdoing, fraud, waste
and abuse — to ensure the integrity of our
mission and our people.
Mike was instrumental in development
and implementation of a Fraud Prevention
Program for the World Trade Center
Redevelopment Program, which was
subsequently expanded to all large capital
construction projects. He also oversaw the
development and implementation of new
governance and ethics initiatives to restore
the public trust in the Port Authority,
including the Whistleblower Protection
Policy, Voice of the Employee Reporting
System, and updated policies concerning
codes of ethics for Commissioners,

employees and vendors. The agency’s
expanded and enhanced integrity
measures that have been enacted over
the past few years are in large part an
extension of the efforts he spearheaded.
In a recent broadcast, Chairman
Kevin O’Toole and Executive Director
Rick Cotton shared a story that
illustrated Mike’s character — on 9/11, he
was one of the last ones out of Windows
on the World, walking all the way down,
and carrying a disabled colleague on his
back for the last 67 floors.
“Our thoughts and prayers are with
Mike and his family, and his entire team
at the OIG who are mourning his loss,”
they added. “We are grateful and deeply
indebted for his dedicated public service
and the difference he made here and for
the region we serve.”
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Her friends at
the Port Authority
were saddened
to learn of the
passing of Sharon
A. James on
April 7. Sharon,
a dedicated
employee with
more than 16 years
of service, worked
in the Construction Management

OEM Lends a Helping Hand in Queens
When the PA’s Office of Emergency Management isn’t out on the frontlines of an
emergency, they’re out on the frontlines volunteering. OEM staff Harry Smith, Ira
Forman, Jannia Manigault, Kadeem Short, and Jeffrey Maehl have been participating
in several of the Queens Borough President’s recent community initiatives. Through
“Operation 5-Borough Food Drive,” the team delivered nearly 900 boxes of groceries
and food staples to help families in need and other vulnerable populations. And through
“Fuel the Frontlines,” the team has delivered nearly 1,800 meals to healthcare workers
and first responders.
“At OEM, we’re trained to step up to the challenge,” said Smith. “It’s rewarding to be
able to help families in need and support our frontline medical workers, who are the true
heroes. It’s truly an honor to work with my colleagues in OEM, across the agency, and
with our outside partners to contribute every way we can during this crisis.”
Queens Borough President Sharon Lee can attest to the Port Authority’s generosity.
“From getting freshly-prepared meals to heroic frontline workers at hospitals and EMS
stations across Queens, to delivering grocery boxes to get to elders and families in
need, the Port Authority Office of Emergency Management has been a vital, reliable
partner during this unprecedented crisis,” said Lee. “Whenever Queens families have
needed a hand during this pandemic, the Port Authority and its workers have stepped in
whenever possible without hesitation, without condition. Queens is deeply grateful.”
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Be Aware of
Unsafe Wi-Fi
While working remotely during
this current situation, it’s important
to be vigilant about protecting agency
computing resources. Please ensure
that you use only your personal WiFi to connect your agency-provided
laptop or device. Please make sure
the Wi-Fi connection you are using
is encrypted. Public Wi-Fi or public
Hotspots (hotel, café, library, shopping
malls, etc.) are convenient connections
to access the news, get directions, pick
up a ride share, or play games using a
personal device, but these connections
can also put your privacy at risk.
Think before connecting to a
public Wi-Fi or Hotspot:
1.	Assume you are being monitored
when you are connected to public
Wi-Fi or Hotspot.
2.	Avoid logging into sensitive
accounts like financial
or medical services.
3.	NEVER connect a
Port Authority-issued
VS.
mobile device to
a public Wi-Fi or
WiFi
Hotspot.

Need Remote
Tech Help?
Do you need one-on-one help on
common remote working problems
and topics, such as browser trouble,
connection issues, SAP, OneDrive, or
Multi-Factor Authentication? You can
now chat with Service Desk agents
and send them screen shots of what
you’re experiencing live and in real
time, Monday to Friday, from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. Just visit https://panynj.servicenow.com and log in with your PA email
address (including @PANYNJ.gov) and
usual network password. This new chat
feature is in addition to the TEC WebEx
sessions that are also available every
weekday between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. –
just look for a daily TEC Broadcast in
your PA email with access instructions
and a list of that day’s help topics. You
can also contact the Service Desk by
phone (212-435-7469) if you prefer.
Visit TEC’s Remote Work eNet page for
a comprehensive list of job aids and
training resources.

CALENDAR

PAPWT Livestream Yoga
Tutorial (kids welcome)
Wednesday, April 22 from 12 to
12:30 p.m. WebEx. PAPWT members are
invited to destress via this live wellness
event, which is being held online for the
benefit of everyone working from home
due to COVID-19. Led by Port Authority
employee and registered yoga teacher,
Kristen Figaro of GOCOR, the live tutorial
will be hosted via WebEx and will lead
video participants (and children, optional)
through basic yoga techniques. This
event is a live, group session! Feel free to
use the WebEx video function to show
yourself and/or your family following
along. Members will receive an Outlook
invitation containing WebEx details.

PAHS Movie Night:
Dolores
Friday, April 24 from 4 to 6 p.m. Via
ZOOM. Join PAHS for popcorn and a
movie from the comfort of your own
home! Dolores – a documentary about
the 1950s where a working-class wife
and mother of eleven children helped
to establish a farmer's union. Dolores
Huerta bucks 1950s gender conventions
by starting the country's first farm
workers union with fellow organizer
Cesar Chavez. What starts out as a
struggle for racial and labor justice, soon
becomes a fight for gender equality
within the same union she is eventually
forced to leave. As she wrestles with
raising her children, three marriages,
and is nearly beaten to death by a San
Francisco tactical police squad, Dolores
emerges with a vision that connects her
newfound feminism with racial and class
justice. Email PAHS at PAHS@panynj.
gov by Thursday, April 23 to receive the
Zoom meeting invitation.

NBE Denim & Jersey
Virtual Dance Party
Fundraiser
Friday, April 24 from 6:30 to 7 p.m.
Via ZOOM. Join NBE for a Virtual
Dance Party fundraiser to raise funds
for those negatively impacted by
COVID-19. To register, please email
NBE@panynj.gov by April 21 to receive
the Zoom meeting invitation.

Celebrate Diversity Month

1st Annual MiniConference: Lighting
the Way for Diversity
in Transportation
Thursday, April 30 from 11 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. Virtual Mini-Conference:
Calling all creatives and historians!
In recognition of Celebrate Diversity
Month, the Office of Diversity &
Inclusion will be hosting a mini
conference centered on the theme
of “Lighting the Way for Diversity in
Transportation.” Colleagues around
the agency are encouraged to submit
proposals for one of the four tracks.
Visit http://enet/odi/cdm.html for more
information. The deadline to submit a
panel discussion project is April 10. The
deadline for the other tracks is April 17.
To attend the conference, register by
April 28. Link to register and/or submit
ideas is here. To promote the event on
LinkedIn, use this link.

EBRG Virtual Dance
Party (kids welcome)
Thursday, April 30 from 6 to 8
p.m. Virtual Dance Party: Calling all
colleagues and home “co-workers”/
roommates! In recognition of the
agency’s 99th anniversary, several
EBRG’s are co-hosting a virtual dance
party “Bring Back the 90s” with 99
years of jams. DJ Fabian Landa will be
streaming the Port Authority/PATH’s
favorite playlist while participants enjoy
the live entertainment from the comfort
of their homes. Kids are welcome to
sing and dance along. Colleagues are
encouraged to submit song requests in
advance. Pre-registration is required.
Please register here by April 28.

GOT NEWS FOR
NEXT TIME?
Do you have news from your team,
department or employee group to
share in the next PA
News? Send it to
panews@panynj.gov
by April 24 to
be included in the
May 1 issue.
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JFK and EWR Air Cargo Helps Sustain
Nation’s Health
Originally published in Portfolio, written by Media Relations’ Abigail Goldring

DID YOU READ
THAT GREAT
PORTFOLIO BLOG?
In addition to PA News, you can find
great in-depth stories about the unsung
employees of the Port Authority,
interesting and often obscure agency
history, and much more by subscribing
to the agency blog Portfolio.

One Police Command’s
Recipe for Survival

John F. Kennedy and Newark Liberty International airports are more than just
global gateways for passengers. They’re global gateways for cargo, too, which includes
everything from salmon in sushi to memory chips in iPhones.
Today, this pair of powerhouse cargo hubs have become more important than
ever for a nation relying on the speedy delivery of life-saving medical equipment and
pharmaceuticals, as well as everyday cleaning and sanitary products, in its fight against
the coronavirus.
“JFK and Newark airports are established gateways for the movement of high-value
and time-sensitive commodities,” said Mike Bednarz, Manager of Air Cargo Business
Development. “Our airport operations enable these goods to get where they need to go.”
The two airports are well equipped to meet the challenge as the region is in the
midst of its most difficult weeks since the onset of the pandemic.
In 2019, JFK and Newark Airports — home to 100 commercial airlines and 18
freight-only airlines that feed a massive network of more than 500 freight forwarding
companies — combined to handle nearly 2.2 million tons of air cargo for the region.
Optical and medical instruments, including face masks and testing kits, accounted
for over 34,000 tons of the 2.2 million total last year, and the value of those items alone
exceeded $9 billion. At Newark, the
top commodity by export value was
pharmaceuticals, valued at over $2
billion.
As buyers and vendors increasingly
turn to online outlets for commerce
and goods, Newark Airport has become
the regional hub for small packages,
while JFK has assumed the position
as the region’s leading cargo center.
Cargo demand at these airports remains
strong despite the recent decrease in
passenger demand due to the spread of
COVID-19.
“It’s not a stretch to say that Newark
and JFK airports are literally saving lives
right now,” said Pasquale DiFulco,
Marketing and Communications
Manager for the Port Authority’s
Aviation Department. “These airports’
contributions to the region during this
pandemic cannot be overstated.”

By Lenis Rodrigues
In the previous issue of PA News,
we wrote about LGA PAPD command’s
efforts to raise money for Officer
Jessica Vaccaro’s family business
— Vaccaro’s Bakery in Clark, NJ — to
save it from closure. Led by Sergeants
Brian Vitale and John Garrone and
Officers Anthony Espinal, Rony
Moran, and Thomas Guarnieri,
collections are still ongoing, now
totaling more than $6,500. Read the
original story on Portfolio.

The Trading Post
continued from page 1 >

you may be a couple towns over and
have some jars in a closet somewhere
that are still good and can easily drop
them off on their stoop (following the
recommended social distancing and
disinfection practices, of course).
We don’t want to forget any possible
avenue of assistance available. As
always, Port Authority people take
care of each other.
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